 Be thoughtful as you go about your daily assignments and think about how you can demonstrate your role, tasks, and activities performed.
 Since you are collecting items for your "working" portfolio, include a variety of items that are relevant, shows who you are as a leader, demonstrates outcomes (how a problem was solved), and showcases your drive and initiative.
 Your collection process can be very comprehensive and include many documents. However, you should focus on quality and not quantity.
Step Two: Sorting Now it's time to organize your collection of data.
 Take some time to think about how you wish to tell your story. Analyze your target audience (this can be tailored in your "presentation portfolio") 
ASSEMBLING
 Traditional portfolios may be assembled in a 3-ring binder, with dividers and clear sheet protectors  You will need a fluid product that will allow you to store and remove as needed, relevant work samples  Group similar items together and remember to lead each section with your strengths. The goal is to quickly be able to find key skill examples when presenting.
In assembling a traditional portfolio:
 Create sections with dividers or tabs.
 Clear sheet protectors may be used to protect documents.
 Use high quality payer for layout designs when tailoring for presentation.
Make it professional and visually appealing, but remember -it should not look like a scrapbook.
ePORTFOLIO INTERVIEWING

How Do I Make It Work For Me?
 The best portfolio will not help you if you do not use it know how to properly use it.
 The most effective method is to use the portfolio to enhance your presentation of skills during an interview  Know your portfolio so that you are able to quickly refer to good examples that will substantiate your demonstration of skills during an interview.
How to use the portfolio during an interview:
 Do not hand the interviewer your portfolio at the beginning of an interviewunless it is requested. Remember it is an extension of who you are and should be used as an enhancement tool.
 You want to first establish a rapport with the interviewer, and then utilize the portfolio no more than 3-5 times throughout the interview. DO NOT OVERUSE! The focus should be on you and not your portfolio.
